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ABSTRACT

Existing numerical modeling techniques commonly used for
electromagnetic �EM� exploration are bound by the limitations
of approximating complex structures using a rectangular grid. A
more flexible tool is the adaptive finite-element �FE� method us-
ing unstructured grids. Composed of irregular triangles, an un-
structured grid can readily conform to complicated structural
boundaries. To ensure numerical accuracy, adaptive refinement
using an a posteriori error estimator is performed iteratively to re-
fine the grid where solution accuracy is insufficient. Two recently
developed asymptotically exact a posteriori error estimators are
based on a superconvergent gradient recovery operator. The first
relies solely on the normed difference between the recovered gra-
dients and the piecewise constant FE gradients and is effective
for lowering the global error in the FE solution. For many prob-

lems, an accurate solution is required only in a few discrete
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egions and a more efficient error estimator is possible by consid-
ring the local influence of errors from coarse elements else-
here in the grid. The second error estimator accomplishes this
y using weights determined from the solution to an appropriate
ual problem to modify the first error estimator. Application of
hese methods for 2D magnetotelluric �MT� modeling reveals, as
xpected, that the dual weighted error estimator is far more effi-
ient in achieving accurate MT responses. Refining about 15% of
lements per iteration gives the fastest convergence rate. For a
iven refined grid, the solution error at higher frequencies varies
n proportion to the skin depth, requiring refinement about every
wo decades of frequency. The transverse electric �TE� and trans-
erse magnetic �TM� modes exhibit different field behavior, and
efinement should consider the effects of both.An example resis-
ivity model of seafloor bathymetry underlain by complex salt in-
rusions and dipping and faulted sedimentary layers illustrates
he benefits of this new technique.
INTRODUCTION

Numerical modeling techniques applied to electromagnetic �EM�
xploration problems — finite-element �FE� methods �e.g., Wanna-
aker et al., 1987; Mitsuhata and Uchida, 2004�, finite-difference
ethods �e.g., Brewitt-Taylor and Weaver, 1976; Mackie et al.,

993�, and integral equation methods �e.g., Hohmann, 1975;
annamaker et al., 1984� — often utilize a highly structured discret-

zation grid or volume consisting of rectangular cells or prisms that
re each assigned a constant value for the modeled electrical conduc-
ivity parameter. This allows for numerically efficient solutions to
he relevant EM equations; thus, structured grids are, the mainstay of
tate-of-the-art EM inversion routines �e.g., Newman and Alum-
augh, 2000; Zhadanov and Tartaras, 2002; Siripunvaraporn et al.,
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005�. However, several major drawbacks arise when attempting to
pproximate geologically complex models using a structured grid.
ecause the cell edges are usually oriented horizontally and vertical-

y, sloping and highly variable structures are usually approximated
sing a series of discrete jumps or stair steps in the model parameter
alues. Although these can be made sufficiently small to ensure ac-
uracy, the resulting grid may have cells with very large aspect ratios
for instance 100:1�, which are well known to seriously degrade the
onvergence of the Krylov solvers commonly used for the numerical
inear system. Additionally, fine discretization in the model center
xtends both vertically and horizontally to the grid edges, greatly in-
reasing the number of model cells and hence increasing the com-
uter memory and run-time requirements.

Several solutions for handling more complexity have been pro-
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G292 Key and Weiss
osed and include structured triangular FEs �Wannamaker et al.,
987� and conductivity averaging �Aprea et al., 1997; Baba and
eama, 2002�. Yet these methods have underlying rectangular grids
nd in practice can present a cumbersome grid design challenge for
odeling highly variable structures. Of particular importance are

and and seafloor variations, which can greatly affect EM responses
ecause the measurement locations are usually situated there
e.g., Baba and Seama, 2002; Schwalenberg and Edwards, 2004�.

We overcome the structured grid limitations by implementing an
daptive FE method that uses unstructured elements. The term un-
tructured means that the elements are only constrained to be shape
egular �triangles� and that element edge lengths can vary from side
o side and element to element. An unstructured grid can easily be
esigned to conform exactly to straight-edged boundaries of any
lope. Arcuate boundaries can be approximated to the required pre-
ision using many small elements. Thus, unstructured grids are high-
y suitable for modeling arbitrarily shaped interfaces. Because un-
tructured elements can rapidly grow larger with distance, small dis-
retization in the model center does not have to extend to the model
dges and thus memory requirements can be kept relatively low. A
onstraint on the minimum inner angle of the triangular elements can
e used to ensure that no elements are slivers �the triangular element
quivalent of large aspect ratio rectangular cells�, which can cripple
he efficiency of the Krylov solver.

Fast and robust triangulation routines for generating quality un-
tructured 2D grids are readily available �e.g., Shewchuk, 1996,
002�. However, for arbitrarily complex models, it is difficult to con-
truct an optimal FE grid that balances numerical efficiency
requiring fewer elements� with numerical accuracy �requiring more
lements�. A well-accepted solution to this dilemma is the adaptive
E method, in which the solution is calculated iteratively using suc-
essively refined grids until converging to the desired tolerance. The
ecision of which elements to refine can be accomplished using an a
osteriori error estimation scheme �e.g., Ainsworth and Oden, 2000�
hat estimates the normed error in the solution, or its gradient, over
ach element.

In this work, we apply the unstructured FE method and an adap-
ive refinement technique to the 2D magnetotelluric �MT� problem.
or reviews of the MT method, see Vozoff �1991� and Simpson and
ahr �2005�. While the engineering and other communities have
mbraced adaptive unstructured grids for quite some time now, this
ppears to be the first application to EM geophysics in general. Since
he MT practitioner is generally interested in the solution quality
nly at the measurement locations �a series of sites along the air-land
r sea-seafloor boundaries�, simple adaptive refinement is not the
ost efficient way to reach an acceptable solution. Instead, we use a

oal-oriented adaptive refinement algorithm in which the estimated
rror for each element is weighted by its influence to the solution at
he MT sites. Thus, refinement only occurs where the solution is in-
ccurate and where that inaccuracy corrupts the solution at the �pos-
ibly distant� MT sites. The basic error estimator is calculated using
superconvergent gradient recovery operator �Bank and Xu, 2003�,
nd the appropriate weights are determined by the solution of a dual/
djoint problem �Ovall, 2004, 2006�. We note that this adaptive
ethod is very general and could also be applied to many other geo-

hysical problems.
In the following sections, we review the secondary field formula-

ion for 2D MT and present the corresponding FE solution. We then
escribe the a posteriori error estimation scheme and the dual
ethod used to weight the error estimates. We verify the method’s
ccuracy and study its convergence properties by comparison with
n analytic 2D MT code. Finally, we provide an example of using the
daptive method to model the MT response of a complex resistivity
tructure that is realistic for the offshore exploration environment.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

For the case where the electrical conductivity � is variable in only
wo coordinates �y,z�, the two independent modes of MT excitation
TE: transverse electric; TM: transverse magnetic� give rise to an un-
oupled set of partial differential equations in terms of the strike-
ligned electric Ex and magnetic Hx fields:

TE: − � · �Ex + i��0�Ex = − i��0J0 �1�

nd

TM: − � ·
1

�
�Hx + i��0Hx = − i��0M0, �2�

here � is the angular frequency, a uniform magnetic permeability
0 = 4��10−7 H/m is assumed, and the TE and TM modes are
riven by laterally uniform electric J0�z� and magnetic M0�z� sourc-
s located above the earth’s surface.

One approach to solving equations 1 and 2 is to split the electric
nd magnetic fields into primary and secondary components, corre-
ponding to the fields �Ex

0,Hx
0� arising from some reference conduc-

ivity model �0 and the fields �Ex�,Hx�� arising from the conductivity
ifference � − �0 with the model of interest �e.g., Coggon, 1971�.
he total fields are found by summing their respective constituents:

Ex = Ex
0 + Ex� and Hx = Hx

0 + Hx�. �3�

The reference model �0 is typically formulated so that it admits
ome easily obtained and well-behaved solution �e.g., the 1D lay-
red earth ��z� where TE and TM modes are equivalent and the ana-
ytic solution is simple to derive�. The primary advantage to this ap-
roach lies in the fact that the FE grid only needs to accurately cap-
ure the secondary field variations, which tend to be more localized
han total field variations; thus, a grid with fewer elements can often
e used.

The secondary electric and magnetic fields also satisfy an uncou-
led pair of partial differential equations for the TE mode,

− � · �Ex� + i��0�Ex� = − i��0�� − �0�Ex
0, �4�

nd the TM mode,

− � ·
1

�
� Hx� + i��0Hx� = x̂ · � � �1 −

�0

�
�E0. �5�

ote that E0 in the right-hand side of equation 5 is the 1D electric
eld obtained for a TM source term and is equivalent to Ey

0. For both
quations, the right-hand side can be described as a source term aris-
ng from the interaction of the conductivity perturbation � − �0 and
he primary electric field E0.

Consider a triangulation of the model domain � composed of M
elaunay triangles �elements� described by N vertices and the
-dimensional vector spaces V and V0. Equation 4 for the TE mode
an be reexpressed as the variational problem to find u�V such that

B�v,u� = f�v� for all v�V0, �6�
here
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Adaptive finite elements for 2D MT G293
B�v,u� = �
�

k � v · �u d� + �
�

quv d� �7�

nd

f�v� = �
�

vs d� , �8�

here u = Ex�, k = 1, q = i��0�, s = −i��0�� − �0�Ex
0 and where a

omogeneous boundary condition has been applied. For the TM
ode, the continuity of electric current normal to boundaries is re-

uired; after a bit of tedious manipulation, equation 5 can be reex-
ressed as the variational problem to find u�V such that

B�v,u� = g�v� for all v � V0, �9�
here B�v,u� retains its definition given in equation 7 but with
= Hx�, k = 1/� and q = i��0. The right-hand side is given by

g�v� = �
�

�v
�z
�1 −

�0

�
�Ey

0d� . �10�

Equations 6 and 9 can be solved in the usual way using FEs, result-
ng in the solution vector uh. Here we use unstructured triangular ele-

ents with linear basis functions. For a general review of FE meth-
ds, see Lapidus and Pinder �1999�. Note that in contrast to a previ-
us development of the FE method for the TM mode problem
e.g., Wannamaker et al., 1987�, our solution possesses no boundary
ntegrals in its formulation. The formulation given here fully em-
races abrupt changes in electrical conductivity through rigorous
reatment of the boundary integrals as they arose in the manipula-
ions leading to the variational problem. No such assumptions as
mooth conductivity or spatially averaged conductivity are needed
ere. Rather, the charge buildup effects on these interfaces are cap-
ured in their entirety by the volume-integral sourcing function in
quation 10.

After numerically solving equations 6 and 9 for Ex� and Hx�, the re-
aining field components can be found through Faraday’s and Am-

ere’s laws, shown as

�Ex�

�z
= − i��Hy�, �11�

�Ex�

�y
= i��Hz�, �12�

�Hx�

�z
= �Ey� + �� − �0�Ey

0, �13�

�Hx�

�y
= − �Ez�. �14�

he primary and secondary fields are added together to form the total
elds, which are then used to compute the various MT transfer func-

ions. For instance, the MT impedances for the TE and TM modes
re

Zxy = ZTE =
Ex

H
, Zyx = ZTM =

Ey

H
.

y x
he commonly used MT apparent resistivity transformation �xy and
mpedance phase �xy are defined as

�xy =
1

��
�Zxy�2, �15�

�xy = arctan�Zxy� , �16�

nd similarly for the yx-components.

A POSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATION

Methods for a posteriori error estimation have been studied exten-
ively for the past two decades, and a review of the major accom-
lishments up to the end of the 1990s is presented in Ainsworth and
den �2000�. A recent class of techniques called recovery-based er-

or estimators utilize a postprocessed, or recovered, gradient ap-
roximation. The general idea is that the piecewise constant FE solu-
ion gradient �uh implicit in the use of linear basis functions for each
lement can be greatly improved in accuracy through a variety of av-
raging or projection techniques to form a recovered gradient R�uh.
local error estimator 	e for each element is then formed by inte-

rating the difference between the recovered and piecewise constant
radients, stated as

	e � �R�uh − �uh�L2�e�, �17�

here the L2z norm is invoked. The effectiveness of recovery tech-
iques for a posteriori error estimation is because of the supercon-
ergence property �e.g., Ovall, 2004, chapter 3� of many recovery
perators, which leads to asymptotically exact error estimators, stat-
d as

��R − I��uh�L2���

���u − uh��L2���
→ 1 as h → 0, �18�

here u is the true solution to the differential equation, I is an identi-
y operator, and h is the diameter of the circumscribing circle for
ach element. For general unstructured grids, a recovery operator
ith the superconvergence property is proved in Bank and Xu

2003�. They define the recovery operator as,

R�uh = SmQh�uh, �19�

here Qh is the global L2 projection operator, stated in bilinear form
s

�Qh�uh,v� = ��uh,v� , �20�

nd Sm is a smoothing operator using m smoothing iterations. In oth-
r words, Qh�uh is the L2 projection of the piecewise constant ele-
ent gradient �uh onto the nodal basis, which is then smoothed us-

ng Sm. For the smoothing operations, the partial solution to

�2�Qh�uh� = 0 �21�

s computed using m conjugate gradient iterations. This method, re-
erred to here as the basic error estimator �BEE�, could easily be
dapted to many numerical problems since its form is independent of
he problem being solved. The recovery operator R also proves use-
ul for MT because the fidelity of the desired MT responses depends
n both the strike parallel field and its gradients. For the TM mode,
ome care needs to be taken during the L projection and gradient
2
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G294 Key and Weiss
moothing because discontinuous gradients in the secondary mag-
etic field need to be permitted at conductivity boundaries. Hence,
or the TM mode we solve equations 20 and 21 locally over regions
f constant conductivity.

ERROR WEIGHTING USING
THE DUAL SOLUTION

The electric and magnetic fields �and their spatial gradients� need
o be known precisely only at the MT measurement sites, usually dis-
rete points on the air-land or sea-seafloor boundary. However, re-
nement based on the error estimator in equation 17 concentrates on
lements with the largest errors, which can often lead to several re-
nement steps that have little effect on the MT responses, resulting

n an unnecessarily large computation burden. Simply increasing the
efinement in the proximity of the MT sites would not necessarily
ork, as it is well known for elliptic equations that errors in nonlocal
ortions of the FE grid can corrupt the local solution — an effect ap-
ropriately termed pollution.

A well-accepted strategy for handling pollution is through the use
f the dual or adjoint problem, which provides a way to quantify the
ocal influence of nonlocal errors. A recent study that uses the same
ramework as Bank and Xu �2003� applies the dual method for ob-
aining functional error estimates, which are then used as a refine-

ent criterion for adaptive FE modeling �Ovall, 2004, 2006�. Below,
e review this approach and suggest how it should be applied to the
D MT problem.

The dual operator B* is defined relative to the primal operator
�defined for equations 6 and 9� as B*�w,v��B�v,w�. The dual

roblem is to find w that satisfies

B*�w,v� = G�v� for all v � V0, �22�

here G is a given functional, in this case assumed to be some func-
ional of the solution error �u − uh�. We then have

G�u − uh� = B*�w,u − uh� = B�u − uh,w�

= B�u − uh,w − wh� , �23�

here wh is the FE solution for w and we invoke Galerkin orthogo-
ality to achieve the last term on the right-hand side. Using the defi-
ition of B from the MT problem statement, the right-hand side can
e written as

B�u − uh,w − wh� = �
�

k��u − uh� · ��w − wh�

+ q�u − uh��w − wh�d� . �24�

or general earth conductivities and the low frequencies used in MT,
�q, suggesting that the left side of the integral will be dominant.
he two gradient terms can be approximated using the superconver-
ent gradient recovery operator. Thus,

B�u − uh,w − wh� 	 �
�

k�R − I��uh · �R − I��wh d� .

�25�

quation 25 is an approximation of the global error functional G,
hich can be computed using uh and wh, the solutions to the primal

nd dual problems, respectively. For the local error estimate for each
lement, Ovall �2004� suggests using an approximation that is nu-
erically easier to evaluate, referred to as dual error estimate
eighting �DEW�:

	̂e � ��R − I��uh�L2�e��k�R − I��wh�L2�e�. �26�

imply put, 	̂e is just a weighted version of the basic error estimator
e �equation 17� where the weights are determined from the solution
f the dual problem. To compute wh using equation 22, we need to
efine the error functional G. Several suggestions are offered in
vall �2004, 2006�; we use the functional that approximates the H1

eminorm of the error in the subdomain �s:

G�v� � �
�s

�R − I��uh · �vd�s, �27�

here �s is the possibly discontinuous subdomain of elements that
ontain MT sites. In elements outside �s, the value of G is defined to
e zero.

In summary, the global solution wh to the dual problem �equation
2� is calculated using the functional error G �equation 27� as a
ourcing function. The recovered gradients R�uh and R�wh are
hen used in equation 26 to form the weighted error estimator 	̂ for
ach element.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We have implemented the adaptive refinement scheme into a
ORTRAN-90 program named MARE2DMT. The background
onductivity �0 can be defined as a 1D layered model using the con-
uctivity values of elements located along either the left side or right
ide of the FE grid or can be a user-defined layered model. Regard-
ess of the background model, the outer boundary conditions are set
o that the total fields �i.e., primary plus secondary� along the left and
ight FE grid boundaries will be equal to the 1D fields produced by
he layered conductivity profiles along each respective boundary.
or vertices lying along the top and bottom boundaries, the second-
ry field is set to a cosine taper interpolation of the left and right side
oundary values. For highly 2D models, we recommend using a
ackground model that has a single layer which spans the depth
ange of complex structures such as bathymetry, salt domes, and oth-
r strong 2D features. This is because the term � − �0 in the source
ntegral can become ambiguous when an element straddles a back-
round model layer. Although conductivity averaging could be used
n this instance, we find it is more accurate to use a single back-
round model layer over these depths, with other possible layers
bove and below this layer. For instance, a background model for a
arine MT study could contain three layers: air, seawater, and man-

le. The seawater layer would span from the sea surface down to well
elow the seafloor and any crustal structure.

The linear FE systems that arise from the TE and TM modes
equations 6 and 9� can each be stated as

Lu = s , �28�

here L is an N�N sparse matrix arising from the exact evaluation
f the basis function integrals, u is the N vector of unknown nodal
eld values, and s is the N vector of source function integrals. The
parsity of L makes it inefficient and expensive to store and invert
hen solving for u. Instead, we use a matrix-free iterative solver

pproach based on the quasi-minimal residual �QMR� method
Freund and Nachtigal, 1994�. In the QMR method, the solution to
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Adaptive finite elements for 2D MT G295
quation 28 is found iteratively by rching through expanding Krylov
ubspaces of the linear system. This approach is matrix free in that
rylov methods only require computing the action of the matrix on

n arbitrary vector but not explicit storage of the matrix itself. Thus,
or an arbitrary solution vector u, we compute the vector Lu addi-
ively by summing up the contribution Leue from each element. For

degrees of freedom in the linear system, the storage requirements
f QMR are only 10N. We use simple Jacobi scaling as a precondi-
ioner to speed up the rate of convergence for QMR, but other more
omplicated preconditioners could also be used. The linear system
rising from the dual problem �equation 22� is also solved using
MR. The L2 projection �equation 20� results in a well-conditioned
ass matrix that is easily inverted using only a few QMR

terations. For the smoothing operations Sm, the left-hand side of
quation 21 results in a stiffness matrix and is partially solved using
preconditioned conjugate gradient �PCCG� iterations.
After solving the primal and dual problems, the error estimator 	̂

equation 26� is calculated for each element. The r percent of ele-
ents with the largest 	̂ values are selected for refinement. After a

efined grid is generated, a new FE solution and error estimator 	̂ are
omputed, and the process is repeated iteratively until the solution
onverges to the desired tolerance. To speed up the solution time on
ubsequently refined grids, the QMR solver can be started using the
inear interpolation of the previous solution onto the current grid.

Element refinement is done using external calls to Triangle
Shewchuk, 1996, 2002�, an open-source constrained and conform-
ng Delaunay triangulation code. Triangle can rapidly generate a
igh-quality triangulation that conforms to an input set of vertices
nd connecting line segments; it has no practical limit on the amount
f complex structure included in the grid. The triangulation quality is
easured by the minimum edge angle 
 permissible in any triangu-

ar element. Small angles in FEs are known to form an ill-condi-
ioned stiffness matrix that can seriously degrade the convergence of
rylov solvers. Triangle also has difficulty generating a triangula-

ion when 
�33°, and we have found through experience that 20°

�32° works well. Grid refinement is accomplished by an op-

ional input file to Triangle that specifies maximum area constraints
or refining elements in an existing mesh. In our example, we specify
hat the r percent of elements with largest 	̂ values have maximum
rea constraints of one-half their current size. The number of ele-
ents in the grid then increases by at least 2r percent upon each re-
nement step, although the exact number can be much greater than

his because Triangle refines existing grids by adding new vertices
nd then recomputing an optimal triangulation of those vertices. Re-
nement using Triangle usually takes an insignificant amount of

ime when compared to solving the FE system.
The recovered gradient R�uh is used to compute the strike normal

omponents of the MT fields using equations 11–14. For sites locat-
d along structural boundaries �the air-land interface or the sea-sea-
ed interface�, we use the recovered gradients from the more con-
uctive side of the boundary because they are usually more well be-
aved. We also note that for the TM mode, air elements are not re-
uired because vertical electric currents are not permitted at the air-
and boundary.

COMPARISON WITH ANALYTIC CALCULATION

We verify the new algorithm by comparing its results with an ana-
ytic solution for a simple segmented slab model �Weaver et al.,
985, 1986�. The model is illustrated in Figure 1 and consists of a
00-km–thick slab divided into a 5-km wide, 1-ohm-m region,
ound on the left and right by 10- and 50-ohm-m and 50 ohm-m re-
ions. The analytic solution has a perfect conductor underneath the
lab, which we approximate in the FE grid by setting resistivity to
0−8 ohm-m. MT responses at the 100-s period were computed for
97 sites atop the slab at lateral positions between −100 and 100 km.
he adaptive FE algorithm was run until either an acceptable MT re-
ponse misfit was obtained or the number of vertices grew exces-
ively large. Both the BEE and DEW techniques were tested. Fig-
res 2 and 3 show the agreement of the MT fields computed using the
nalytic calculation and the FE method �using the final grid obtained
sing DEW refinement�. Because the TM mode Hx field at the air-
and interface is constant, only the Ey field is shown. Figure 4 illus-
rates the convergence rate for both BEE and DEW refinement. As
xpected, DEW refinement far outperforms BEE refinement. For the
E mode, DEW achieves a 1% root mean square �rms� misfit level
sing about 5000 vertices, while extrapolation for BEE suggests
bout 10 more refinement iterations and about 20 times more verti-
es are needed to achieve the same misfit. For the TM mode, DEW
chieves a 1% rms misfit level using about 10,000 vertices, while
EE never reaches an acceptable misfit and instead converges to a
onstant 20% misfit for the last 10 iterations.

Figure 5 shows the coarse starting grid and the BEE and DEW
rids for the TE mode after 18 refinement steps. The vertical 1D con-
uctivity profile of the left segment was used for the background
odel �0, so both the middle and right segments had nonzero
− �0 and hence had nonzero secondary field source terms. The TE

igure 1. Model used for comparison of adaptive FE and analytic
alculations.

igure 2. Comparison of the real and imaginary TE fields at 100 s
eriod from the analytic and FE calculations after 18 DEW itera-
ions. The FE solution is plotted as lines and every second point of
he analytic solution is plotted as black dots. Field values are normal-
zed by the magnetic field H at x = −100 km.
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G296 Key and Weiss
ode BEE refinement is concentrated almost uniformly throughout
oth the middle and right segments, whereas the DEW refinement is
entered around the MT site locations, with a small bias towards
he middle and right segments over the left segment. Figure 6 shows
he twentieth refinement grids generated for the TM mode. It is clear
hy the BEE refinement resulted in a constant 20% misfit — most of

he refinement is concentrated near depths of 100 km in both the
iddle and right segments. In this region, the secondary field source

urrents are nonzero and the solution contains a sharp gradient as it
ttenuates to zero in the basal conducting layer. This region is far
nough away from the MT sites that the massive amount of refine-
ent has little effect on the MT responses. This is sharply contrasted

y the effectiveness of the DEW refinement, where new elements
ere created near the MT sites and in the middle segment and only a

mall amount of refinement occurred on the right segment near the
00-km depth boundary.

For both modes and refinement techniques, the maximum misfit
ver all data is about 2–10 times larger than the rms misfit. For the
M mode, the maximum misfit sometimes increases by up to a factor
f two on subsequent interactions. This is as expected, given the way
riangle refines existing grids by using a hierarchy of vertices but
ot a hierarchy of elements. Sometimes old elements are replaced by
ew elements that have slightly worse recovered gradients, the case
sually being that an element is inverted from its original position.
owever, subsequent grid refinement effectively refined these ele-
ents and the algorithm converged to an acceptable solution. This

ffect is not seen in the TE mode because the secondary field Ex� ex-
ibits more smoothly varying spatial gradients.

igure 3. Comparison of the real and imaginary components of the
M mode Ey field at 100 s period from the analytic and FE calcula-

ions after 20 DEW iterations. Only the solution at −5x5 km is
hown. The FE solution is plotted as lines and every fifth point of the
nalytic solution is plotted as black dots. Field values are normalized
y the magnetic field H0 at x = −100 km.

igure 4. Convergence of the MT responses for grid refinement us-
ng the BEE and DEW, shown as the rms misfit and maximum misfit
or the �a� TE and �b� TM responses at 100 s.
An efficiency test for various amounts of grid refinement per itera-
ion is shown in Figure 7. The results indicate that about 15% refine-

ent gives the fastest decrease in misfit, which was used for the plots
n Figure 4. However, our experience suggests that this number will
ary slightly, depending on the model complexity and on the choice
f the background model �0. Another test was done to find the opti-
al number of smoothing iterations m to use for equation 21, which
ank and Xu �2003� show is two when considering the error in the
ntire model domain. Although not shown here, our tests for the TE
ode indicate that the recommended two smoothing iterations can

ctually slightly degrade the gradient estimates at MT sites, resulting
n up to twice as many vertices required to achieve the same rms gra-
ient accuracy as zero smoothing iterations. This is in part because
he MT sites are located along a conductivity interface where the

igure 5. FE grid comparison for the TE mode calculation at 100 s.
a� Coarse starting grid, �b� eighteenth refined grid using BEE and
c� DEW based refinement. MT sites were located between 100 and
00 km.

igure 6. FE grid comparison for the TM mode calculation at 100 s.
a� Twentieth refined grid using BEE and �b� DEW-based refine-
ent.
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Adaptive finite elements for 2D MT G297
radient has an abrupt change in slope, which is being smeared out
y the smoothing iterations.

For our final test, we analyzed the frequency dependence of the
E grid. Using the 100-s period optimized grid, we computed FE
olutions at periods from 1 to 10,00 s. The misfits for the Ex and Hy

omponents are shown in Figure 8.At shorter and longer periods, the
isfit is larger than at 100 s.At the longest periods, the misfit begins

o decrease as the skin depth of the EM fields increases and the EM
elds become less sensitive to the relatively shallow 2D slab and
ore sensitive to the basal conducting half-space.At periods shorter

han 100 s, the Ex maximum misfit behaves as T−0.56, where T is the
eriod in seconds, and the rms misfit behaves as T−0.23. The maxi-
um misfit for short periods appears to be inversely related to the
M skin depth, which is proportional to T0.5. Given this scaling, a
rid converged to about 0.1% accuracy could be used to give a 1%
ccurate response at a period 100 times shorter. Similar arguments
robably hold for the long period limit, depending on the model
tructure. A safe strategy for computing a broadband MT response
ould be to use refinement for every two decades of period, thus en-

uring accurate solutions for the decade of periods on both sides of
he refinement periods.

igure 7. Efficiency of grid refinement for various amounts of DEW
efinement per iteration.

igure 8. TE mode misfit as a function of period when using the
00 s optimized grid at other periods. Maximum misfit and rms are
hown for �a� Ex and �b� Hy. The slopes of thick lines are proportional

−0.56 −0.23
COMPLEX SEAFLOOR MODEL

Here we present an example that highlights the unique capabili-
ies of adaptive refinement. Our goal is to obtain accurate MT re-
ponses at 1–10,000-s periods for a model that bears resemblance to
tructures found along the Sigsbee Escarpment, offshore in the
orthern Gulf of Mexico �e.g., Orange et al., 2004�. Figure 9 shows
he central portion of the model. The blue resistive features above

km depth are hypothetical salt domes and intrusions, the red-
range layering corresponds to a sedimentary sequence, and small
ellow resistive features are near-surface gas hydrate accumula-
ions. The entire domain extends from −100 to 200 km in depth and
rom −500 to 500 km in width. Below 25 km depth, the model con-
ains a horizontal layer of 1 ohm-m, which attenuates the long-peri-
d secondary fields by several skin depths before they diffuse to the
odel boundaries. A coarse initial grid that exactly conforms to this
odel was generated in Triangle in just a fraction of a second and

ontains 1789 vertices and 3526 elements. Thirty MT sites were po-
itioned along the seafloor at lateral positions of 0–42 km. The back-
round 1D model for �0 was chosen to contain four layers: air, con-
uctive seawater, resistive basement, and the terminating conductor.
o avoid the degenerate case of elements that span across a back-
round model layer boundary, the seawater background model was
xtended to a depth of 8 km, well beneath any of the 2D structures.

Adaptive refinement iterations were done for periods of 10 and
000 s. For each iteration, the error estimator 	̂ was computed for
oth the TE and TM modes and at both refinement periods, and 15%
f elements with the highest values were refined in Triangle. Since
he DEW scheme results in a steady monotonic convergence of the
ms misfit, we used a simple convergence test of differencing the MT
esponses from consecutive iterations. After nine iterations, the dif-
erences had an rms value of about 0.1% and a maximum value of
.8%, so the refinement iterations were stopped. The final grid uses
0,643 vertices and 41,231 elements.

The central portion of the grid and the total normed error for the
ighth refinement are shown in Figure 10. The grid refinement is
oncentrated in two general regions: around the MT sites and along
he boundaries of the resistive salt bodies. In the vicinity of the MT
ites, the smallest elements are about 30 m diameter, or about one-
enth the skin depth in seawater at the 1 s period. The small elements
n the resistive salt boundaries occurs on the interior edge of the salt.
lthough not shown here, we also tried using BEE refinement,
hich results in the exact opposite effect, with the refinement occur-

ing on the exterior of the salt. This counterintuitive finding actually
as a logical explanation. For the TM mode, BEE determines that
arge gradient errors in the Hx� field are present on the exterior of the
alt, corresponding to boundary charge effects; therefore, finer ele-

igure 9. Central portion of the complex seafloor model. Colors cor-
espond to resistivity values. Gray indicates seawater resistivity.
tars show the locations of the three MT responses plotted in
igure 11.
o T and T , where T is the period in seconds.
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G298 Key and Weiss
ents are required there. However, for DEW, the dual solution
eights effectively reverse the situation. This occurs because the
T fields have larger skin depths inside the salt, so anomalous fields

enerated on the salt boundary are able to effectively diffuse through
he salt and up to the MT sites. Likewise, errors in the solution can ef-
ectively pollute the MT sites through diffusion through the resistive
lements. Therefore, an accurate solution on the resistive side of the
oundary is more important in this instance.

In Figure 11 we show broadband MT responses from three
eafloor sites, which were computed using the strike parallel and per-
endicular fields. The responses are clean looking and contain the
omplex signature of underground resistivity features.

CONCLUSIONS

The unstructured and adaptive FE algorithm for MT modeling
rovides a unique tool for studying the response of complex 2D
tructures. Based on the tests shown, we can recommend the follow-
ng conclusions for implementing this technique: The adaptive algo-
ithm can be started from a coarse grid that conforms to any imposed
tructural boundaries. Refinement iterations should be performed
or at least one period every two decades and should be done for both
E and TM modes. DEW should be used to guide the refinement. In
ddition, about 15% refinement per iteration yields the fastest con-
ergence rate. Gradient smoothing operations are unnecessary for
urface MT sites. Finally, a simple and effective convergence test is
o difference the results from consecutive iterations.

igure 10. Error estimator 	̂ for the eighth refinement iteration grid.
olors show the log10 value of the normed error estimator, summed

or both TE and TM modes at 10- and 1000-s periods. Only the cen-
ral portion of the grid is shown.

igure 11. MT apparent resistivity and phase responses for the three
ites shown in Figure 9.
The converged grids show some interesting properties that reflect
he sensitivity of MT. The DEW-based refinement yields grids with
he smallest elements near the MT sites. These elements have diame-
ers of about one-tenth a skin depth at the shortest period when the
rid has converged to about 0.1%–1% misfit. Additional regions of
eavy grid refinement are observed along select resistivity bound-
ries that would otherwise pollute the responses at the MT sites. A
ounterintuitive finding for the complex seafloor model reveals that
efinement along the interior edge of the resistive salt is more impor-
ant for the MT response accuracy than refinement in the conductive
egions exterior to the salt.

Adaptive refinement is particularly well suited to handle marine
T profiles across regions of large and predominantly 2D topo-

raphic variations such as spreading ridges, the continental slope,
nd faulted margins. The method could be applied to other EM tech-
iques, such as the many forms of controlled-source EM sounding.
ariations of the adaptive method may prove effective for improving

he stability of inversions.As the inversion model parameters are up-
ated, regridding and refinement could ensure the accuracy of the
orward solution and Frechet derivatives. Sharp boundary inver-
ions could be equipped with more flexibility since the boundaries
ould be moved exactly using an unstructured grid, instead of only at
he discrete values corresponding to the structured grid spacing. Fi-
ally, the adaptive refinement technique could be expanded to 3D
M problems.
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